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What are forces?

All matter in the universe interacts with other matter. These
interactions are due to forces.
There are a few important things to know about forces before
they are considered in more detail:
1. Forces are interactions between pairs of objects – and for
this reason forces are always found in pairs. It is impossible to
find a single force on its own.
2. Forces are pushes or pulls: They have the effect of
accelerating (or decelerating) an object, or changing its
shape if it is not free to move.
3. Forces are vector quantities: they always have a magnitude
and a direction.
4. Some forces can act across empty space whereas others
require the objects to “touch” – these are known as “noncontact” and “contact” forces respectively.
Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Forces are always interactions between how many objects?
Why can a force never exist on its own?
What things can a force do to an object?
What does it mean to say “a force is a vector quantity”?
What is a contact force?
What is a non-contact force?

Answers
1. 2
2. Forces are always in pairs
3. Accelerate or decelerate it, or change its shape
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4. It has magnitude and direction
5. A force for which the two objects must touch for the force to
act
6. A force which can act with the two objects far apart
Intervention Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Forces are always interactions between how many objects?
Why can a force never exist on its own?
What things can a force do to an object?
What does it mean to say “a force is a vector quantity”?
What is a contact force?
What is a non-contact force?

Intervention Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2
Forces are always in pairs
Accelerate or decelerate it, or change its shape
It has magnitude and direction
A force for which the two objects must touch for the force to
act
6. A force which can act with the two objects far apart
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Types of forces

Force name

Explanation/description

Weight – also known
as the gravitational

The gravitational force acts
between all objects with
mass. It is a fairly weak force
so we usually only notice the
effects caused by large
masses such as the Earth.
The gravitational force on an
object is called the object’s
“weight”.

force
The normal force (and
the normal reaction
force)

Contact or
non-contact?
Non-contact

Because the book is touching Contact
the desk, the book is
exerting a “normal force” on
the desk: the book is pushing
on the desk. It is called the
normal force because it is at
right angles to the surface.
Surprisingly, the desk is also
exerting a normal force on
the book. This will be
considered in more depth
later on.
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Tension

A pulled or stretched object
exerts the tension force on
the object pulling it. So a
stretched spring pulls on the
weight with the tension
force.

Contact

Friction

Friction always acts in the
direction opposite to the
motion. It happens because

Contact

the two surfaces are not
completely smooth, but have
bumps and dips which mesh
together
Air resistance

Contact

When an object moves
through air, the normal force
between molecules in the air
5

Water resistance

Upthrust

Force from engine/
thrust

and the surface of the object
means the air pushes on the
object against the direction
of motion.
When an object moves
Contact
through water, the normal
force of the water particles
on the object acts in
opposition to the motion of
the object.
If an object is placed in
Contact
water, then the water
molecules will exert a normal
force on the object. The
normal force on the bottom
of the object is directed
upwards.
Objects such as rockets and Contact
cars make use of an engine
to provide a forwards force.
We can call this force the
thrust.

Magnetism

Magnetism acts between
magnets and magnetic
materials. It is attractive or
repulsive depending on the
poles concerned.

Non-contact

Electrostatic force

Electrostatically charged
objects will attract or repel
each other depending on if
the charges are like or
opposite.

Non-contact
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Questions
Make notes on all the types of forces described here. (Teacher assessed)
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The gravitational force
All objects with mass with each other due to the
gravitational force.
The magnitude of the force an object experiences due to
gravity is affected by two factors:
• The mass of the object
• The gravitational field strength in that area (depends
on the mass of other objects nearby)
The name given to this force is weight.
The scientific definition of weight is:
The force on an object due to its mass and the gravitational
field strength in that area.

Weight = mass x gravitational field strength
N
kg
N/kg
Mass is the amount of matter in an object and cannot be
changed without changing the object. If an object is moved
to a place with a different gravitational field strength, for
example from the Earth to the Moon, its weight (the force
on it) will change.
There is potential for confusion here for several reasons:
1. It is common in every day life to call this force
“gravity” – but scientists avoid this as it is easy to
confuse “gravity” with “gravitational field strength”.
2. The word “weight” is used in everyday speech to
mean a property of an object, something like its mass,
rather than the force on it – but in science “weight” is
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a force. So it can seem strange that the weight of an
object can change depending on where it is, for
example on the Earth or on the Moon.
The weight of an object is directly
proportional to its mass.
Scientists measure the weight of an object
using a calibrated spring balance.
This is often called a Newton-meter. Because
the weight of an object is a force, it pulls on
the spring, causing it to extend. This
extension can be read from the scale on the
Newton-meter.

Questions:
1. What is the name given to the force on an object due
to its mass and the gravitational field strength in the
area?
2. What is the scientific definition of the “weight” of an
object?
3. What two factors affect the weight of an object?
4. Give the formula that relates weight, mass and
gravitational field strength.
5. What are the units of weight?
6. What are the units of mass?
7. What are the units of gravitational field strength?
8. What quantity is weight directly proportionate to?
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9. Why might the gravitational field strength be different
in some questions?
10.
Why do objects with mass fall to the ground on
Earth?
11. Mass = 15kg
Gravitational field strength = 9.8N/kg
Weight = ?
12.
Mass = 67kg
Gravitational field strength = 9.8N/kg
Weight = ?
13.
Mass = 104kg
Gravitational field strength = 1.2N/kg
Weight = ?
14.
Mass = 200kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 760N
15.
Mass = 50kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 520N
16.
Mass = 22kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 193.6N
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17.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 25N/kg
Weight = 450N
18.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 3.8N/kg
Weight = 59N
19.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 8.8N/kg
Weight = 64N
Answers
1. Weight
2. The force on an object due to its mass and the
gravitational field strength in that area
3. The object’s mass and the gravitational field strength
in that area
4. Weight = mass x gravitational field strength
5. N, Newtons
6. kg
7. N/kg
8. Mass
9. On different planets, for example
10.
Because of the Earth’s gravitational field
11. 147N
12.
656.6N
13.
124.8N
14.
3.8N/kg
15.
10.4N/kg
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16.
17.
18.
19.

8.8N/kg
18kg
15.53kg
7.27kg

Intervention Questions:
1. What is the name given to the force on an object due
to its mass and the gravitational field strength in the
area?
2. What is the scientific definition of the “weight” of an
object?
3. What two factors affect the weight of an object?
4. Give the formula that relates weight, mass and
gravitational field strength.
5. What are the units of weight?
6. What kg the units of?
7. What are N/kg the units of?
8. What quantity is weight directly proportionate to?
9. What happens to gravitational field strength if you
move around the Solar System?
10.
What effect does the Earth’s gravitational field
strength have on objects with mass near the surface
of the Earth?
11. Mass = 35kg
Gravitational field strength = 9.8N/kg
Weight = ?
12.
Mass = 27kg
Gravitational field strength = 9.8N/kg
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Weight = ?
13.
Mass = 124kg
Gravitational field strength = 1.2N/kg
Weight = ?
14.
Mass = 270kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 760N
15.
Mass = 80kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 520N
16.
Mass = 52kg
Gravitational field strength = ?
Weight = 193.6N
17.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 25N/kg
Weight = 490N
18.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 3.8N/kg
Weight = 89N
19.
Mass = ?
Gravitational field strength = 8.8N/kg
Weight = 104N
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Intervention Answers
1. Weight
2. The force on an object due to its mass and the
gravitational field strength in that area.
3. The object’s mass and the gravitational field strength
in that area
4. Weight = mass x gravitational field strength
5. N
6. mass
7. gravitational field strength
8. mass
9. It increases near more massive planets and decreases
near smaller ones
10.
Pulls them towards the Earth
11. 343N
12.
264.6N
13.
148.8N
14.
2.81N/kg
15.
6.5N/kg
16.
3.72N/kg
17.
19.6kg
18.
23.42kg
19.
11.82kg
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Centre of mass
In Physics we often draw diagrams in order to solve problems. We
need to know the point in an object that is “in the middle” with
regard to its mass. We call this point the centre of mass. In the
shapes below, the centre of mass is marked with a red dot.

The weight of an object can be considered to act through its
centre of mass:
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Questions
1. Why do we need to know an object’s “centre of mass”?
2. What acts through an object’s centre of mass?
3. Copy the following objects and their marked centres of
mass. Add an arrow to each to show where the object’s
weight acts.
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Answers
1. To allow us to draw diagrams to solve problems
2. The object’s weight
3. Copy the following objects and their marked centres of
mass. Add an arrow to each to show where the object’s
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weight acts.
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Intervention Questions
1. Why is knowing an object’s centre of mass useful?
2. What name is given to the place in an object through
which all of its weight acts?
3. Copy the following objects and their marked centres of
mass. Add an arrow to each to show where the object’s
weight acts.
20
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Intervention Answers
1. It allows us to solve problems by drawing diagrams
2. The centre of mass
3. Copy the following objects and their marked centres of
mass. Add an arrow to each to show where the object’s
weight acts.
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Resultant forces
A single object will often have more than one force acting

on it.
Because forces are vectors, we can add them together as
vectors to find the resultant force.
If the forces are acting in the same direction then we add
them together:
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If they are in opposite directions then we subtract them:
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Questions
1. Under what conditions are two forces on an object
added?
2. Under what conditions are two forces on an object
subtracted?
3. Find the resultant force on the following objects:
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Answers
1. When they are both acting in the same direction
2. When they are acting in opposite directions
3.
a. 17N up
b. 3N up
c. 20N down
d. 400N down
e. 0N
f. 26N right
g. 21N right
h. 105N 
i. 6N 
Intervention Questions
1. What operation is performed when two forces are
acting in the same direction?
2. What operation is performed when two forces are
operating in opposite directions?
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3. Find the resultant force on the following objects:

Intervention Answers
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. A. 19N up
b. 8N up
c. 25N down
d. 12N down
e. 0N
f. 206N right
g. 3N right
29

h. 125N
i. 10N 
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Resultant force when the forces are not parallel (HT)
When two or more forces act on an object in parallel, we can just add or subtract them. But when
the forces are not parallel, we can resolve them by drawing a parallelogram:

If we draw it to scale we can work out the magnitude of the resultant force and its direction.

Questions
Find the resultant force for each of the following. Use the scale 1cm = 10N.
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Answers

Intervention questions

32
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Resolving a force
We have seen how a pair of forces at an angle can be resolved into a single force.
The same principle means that any single force can be resolved into two forces acting at an angle.
Often it is useful to resolve a force into two forces acting at right angles to each other.

In this sort of problem, we are given a force acting at an angle to a surface or direction. We can then
find the component of the force acting parallel to the surface, and the component acting
perpendicular to the surface.
We can find the magnitudes and directions of these components by drawing a rectangle. The
rectangle has one side parallel with the surface and one side perpendicular. The given force is the
hypotenuse.

Questions
Find the vertical and horizontal components of the following forces:
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1.

2.
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3.

4.
37

5.

38

Free-body diagrams (HT)
When solving problems concerning the forces on an object,
we draw a free body diagram. This shows the object (or
system) concerned, all the forces acting on the object, and
nothing else:

1. For the following problems, draw a free body
diagram for the object/system named:
39
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2. For the following problems, calculate the resultant
force on the object/system named.
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Answers
1.

42

43

2.

44

Intervention Questions: Repeat the questions above.
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Resolving a force
We have seen how a pair of forces at an angle can be resolved into
a single force.
The same principle means that any single force can be resolved
into two forces acting at an angle. Often it is useful to resolve a
force into two forces acting at right angles to each other.

In this sort of problem, we are given a force acting at an angle to a
surface or direction. We can then find the component of the force
acting parallel to the surface, and the component acting
perpendicular to the surface.
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We can find the magnitudes and directions of these components
by drawing a rectangle. The rectangle has one side parallel with
the surface and one side perpendicular. The given force is the
hypotenuse.

Questions
Find the vertical and horizontal components of the following
forces:

6.
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7.

8.

48

9.

10.

49
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Newton’s Second Law
A resultant force on an object free to move will cause the object to
accelerate.
Acceleration is a change in velocity so it can be an increase or
decrease in speed, or a change in direction.
The larger the mass of an object, the more difficult it is to get it to
change its velocity: a larger force is needed to accelerate it. This
relationship is shown in the formula:

Force = mass x acceleration
Acceleration = force ÷ mass
Questions
1. Mass = 12kg
Acceleration = 25m/s2
Force = ?
2. Mass = 1.5kg
Acceleration = 6.3m/s2
Force = ?
3. Mass = 308kg
Acceleration = 56m/s2
Force = ?

4. Acceleration = 7.9m/s2
Force = 91N
Mass = ?
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5. Acceleration = 2.4m/s2
Force = 75N
Mass = ?

6. Acceleration = 0.6m/s2
Force = 5,000N
Mass = ?

7. Force = 13N
Mass = 58kg
Acceleration = ?
8. Force = 960N
Mass = 21kg
Acceleration = ?

9. Force = 0.4N
Mass = 76kg
Acceleration = ?

10. What force is needed to accelerate a mass of 10kg at a
rate of 2m/s2?
11. An unknown force causes a mass of 180kg to accelerate at
a rate of 90m/s2. Calculate the magnitude of the force.
12. Nasa wish to accelerate a satellite of mass 460kg at a rate
of 98m/s2. What force will they need?
13. An unknown mass is accelerated at 43m/s2 when a force of
700N is applied to it. Find the mass.
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14. What is the mass of an object if a force of 57N is needed
to accelerate it by 0.6m/s2?
15. A force of 0.5N causes an object to accelerate at 0.24m/s 2.
Find the mass of the object.
16. A force of 430N is applied to a mass of 2.8kg. Find the
acceleration.
17. What acceleration will an object of 5kg undergo if a force
of 90N is applied?
18. Find the acceleration of a 360kg object when a 0.2N
force is applied.

Answers
1. 300N
2. 9.45N
3. 17,248N
4. 11.52kg
5. 31.25kg
6. 8,333.33kg
7. 0.22m/s2
8. 45.71m/s2
9. 5.26x10-3
10. 20N
11. 16,200N
12. 15,680N
13. 16.28kg
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14. 95kg
15. 2.08kg
16. 153.57m/s2
17. 18m/s
18. 5.56 x 10-4 m/s2

Intervention Questions
1. Mass = 112kg
Acceleration = 2.5m/s2
Force = ?
2. Mass = 2.5kg
Acceleration = 3.3m/s2
Force = ?
3. Mass = 348kg
Acceleration = 5.6m/s2
Force = ?

4. Acceleration = 6.9m/s2
Force = 917N
Mass = ?

5. Acceleration = 0.4m/s2
Force = 15N
Mass = ?

6. Acceleration = 2.6m/s2
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Force = 3,000N
Mass = ?

7. Force = 43N
Mass = 55kg
Acceleration = ?
8. Force = 966N
Mass = 217kg
Acceleration = ?

9. Force = 8.4N
Mass = 79kg
Acceleration = ?

10. What force is needed to accelerate a mass of 11kg at a
rate of 2m/s2?
11. An unknown force causes a mass of 380kg to accelerate at
a rate of 40m/s2. Calculate the magnitude of the force.
12. Nasa wish to accelerate a satellite of mass 560kg at a rate
of 8m/s2. What force will they need?
13. An unknown mass is accelerated at 7.3m/s2 when a force
of 800N is applied to it. Find the mass.
14. What is the mass of an object if a force of 97N is needed
to accelerate it by 1.6m/s2?
15. A force of 2.5N causes an object to accelerate at 0.34m/s 2.
Find the mass of the object.
16. A force of 450N is applied to a mass of 6.8kg. Find the
acceleration.
17. What acceleration will an object of 7kg undergo if a force
of 10N is applied?
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18. Find the acceleration of a 26kg object when a 3.2N force
is applied.

Intervention Answers
1. 280N
2. 8.25N
3. 1,948.8N
4. 132.90kg
5. 37.5kg

6. 1,153.85kg
7. 0.78m/s2
8. 4.45m/s2
9. 0.11m/s2
10. 22N
11. 15,200N
12. 4,480N
13. 109.59kg
14. 60.63N
15. 7.35kg
16. 66.18m/s2
17. 1.43m/s2
18. 0.12m/s2
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Circular motion (HT)
Uniform circular motion involves an object with a tangential
motion and a force acting towards the centre of the circle.
Consider a satellite orbiting the Earth:

As the satellite travels on its circular path around the Earth, its
velocity is constantly changing as it is changing direction. At any
given moment, the satellite’s velocity is a tangent to the circle.
There is a force constantly acting towards the centre of the circle:
the force of the Earth’s gravity on the mass of the satellite.
This force on the satellite causes it to accelerate: its direction
constantly changes although its speed is constant.
The acceleration is towards the centre of the circle: the satellite’s
direction is constantly changing towards the centre of the circle.
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In physics we do a demonstration with a bung on a string which
we whirl around in a circle:

As the bung travels on its circular path around the pupil’s hand, its
velocity is constantly changing as it is changing direction. At any
given moment, the bung’s velocity is a tangent to the circle.
There is a force constantly acting towards the centre of the circle:
the force of the string’s tension on the bung.
This force on the bung causes it to accelerate: its direction
constantly changes although its speed is constant.
The acceleration is towards the centre of the circle: the bung’s
direction is constantly changing towards the centre of the circle.
If the string breaks, the bung will fly off in a straight line – it will
not continue in its circular path as the force is no longer there to
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accelerate it (change its direction).

Questions
1. Copy the diagram showing circular motion of a satellite
orbiting the Earth.
2. Draw stages 4, 5 and 6 for the satellite.
3. What force causes the satellite to travel with circular motion?
4. In what direction does this force act?
5. Why is circular motion at a constant speed classed as
acceleration?
6. What direction is the acceleration of the satellite at any given
moment?
7. What direction is the velocity of the satellite at any given
moment?
8. What force causes the whirled bung on a string to travel with
circular motion?
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9. This diagram shows the bung at a later stage (clockwise
motion). Copy the diagram and draw and label arrows to
show the force on the bung, its acceleration and its velocity.

10.
State what will happen if the
string breaks in the whirling bung experiment and explain
why this will happen.
11. A remote control car is tied to a string and the other end of a
string is nailed to the floor. A pupil holds down “forwards”
on the controller. What will happen and why?
12. Christine observes an object moving with circular motion in
an anti-clockwise direction. She knows that at any given
moment this object has a force acting on it, a velocity and an
acceleration. Copy the diagram and state the direction of
each of these quantities. You may add arrows to the diagram
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if you wish.

Answers
1. Copy the diagram showing circular motion of a satellite
orbiting the Earth.
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2. Draw stages 4, 5 and 6 for the satellite.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Gravity / weight
Towards the Earth/ towards the centre of the circle.
Because the velocity is changing as the direction is changing.
Towards the Earth/ towards the centre of the circle.
At a tangent to the circle.
Tension
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9. The bung will move in a straight line at a tangent to the circle
because there is no force acting on it to change its velocity
(direction).
10.
The car will travel in a circle
because the tension in the string will cause it to accelerate
towards the centre and constantly change its direction.

11.
Intervention Questions
1. Copy the diagram showing circular motion of a satellite
orbiting the Earth.
2. Draw stages 4, 5 and 6 for the satellite.
3. What type of motion does the gravitational force on the
satellite cause the satellite to have?
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4. What force always acts towards the centre of the satellite’s
circular path?
5. Why is circular motion at a constant speed classed as
acceleration?
6. What direction is the acceleration of the satellite at any given
moment?
7. What direction is the velocity of the satellite at any given
moment?
8. The force of tension in the string causes the whirled bung to
have a certain type of motion. What is the name of this type
of motion?
9. This diagram shows the bung at a later stage (clockwise
motion). Copy the diagram and draw and label arrows to
show the force on the bung, its acceleration and its velocity.
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10.
State what will happen if the
string breaks in the whirling bung experiment and explain
why this will happen.
11. A drone is tied to a string and the other end of a string is tied
to the top of a pole. A pupil holds down “forwards” on the
controller. What will happen and why?
12. Michael observes an object moving with circular motion in a
clockwise direction. He knows that at any given moment this
object has a force acting on it, a velocity and an acceleration.
Copy the diagram and state the direction of each of these
quantities. You may add arrows to the diagram if you wish.
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Intervention Answers
1. Copy the diagram showing circular motion of a satellite
orbiting the Earth.
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2. Draw stages 4, 5 and 6 for the satellite.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Circular
Gravitational force (weight)
Because the object’s direction is constantly changing
Towards the centre of the circle/centre of the Earth
At a tangent to the circular path
Circular motion
This diagram shows the bung at a later stage (clockwise
motion). Copy the diagram and draw and label arrows to
show the force on the bung, its acceleration and its velocity.
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10.
If the string breaks, the bung
will not continue on its circular path. State the path it will
take and explain why it will take it.
11. The drone will travel in a circular path because the force of
tension in the string will accelerate it towards the top of the
pole, causing it to constantly change direction.
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Newton’s First Law
Newton’s first law states that:
“When the resultant force on an object is zero:
A stationary object will remain stationary;
A moving object will continue to move at a constant
velocity.”
This means that a resultant force is needed to:
• start a stationary object moving
• slow down a moving object
• speed up a moving object
• stop a moving object
• change the direction of a moving object
This is counter-intuitive for a couple of reasons.
1. It is natural to think that if an object is moving it must
have a resultant force acting on it – but this is false.
Often in everyday life we need to apply a force to an
object to keep it moving, such as sliding a book along
a desk, but this is because we need to overcome the
force of friction.
2. When objects keep moving, such as a kicked ball, it is
natural to think they have a force propelling them
forward – but this is false.
If we look at a free-body diagram of an object, showing the
forces on it, it is impossible to tell whether the object is
moving or stationary. What we can tell is whether it has a
constant velocity or is accelerating. In everyday life we
tend to distinguish between “moving” and “not-moving”.
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In physics, we distinguish between “constant velocity” and
“accelerating”.
Questions
1. State Newton’s First Law.
2. This object is accelerating. How can we tell?

3. This object is either at rest or travelling at a constant
velocity. How can we tell?

Answers:
1. “When the resultant force on an object is zero:
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A stationary object will remain stationary;
A moving object will continue to move at a constant
velocity.”
2. There is a resultant force on the object
3. There is no resultant force on the object

Intervention Questions
1. State Newton’s First Law
2. This object is accelerating. Copy and complete the
diagram, suggesting a value for force X: (not to scale)

3. This object is either at rest or travelling at a constant
velocity. Copy and complete the diagram, suggesting a
value for force Y: (not to scale)
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Intervention Answers
1. “When the resultant force on an object is zero:
A stationary object will remain stationary;
A moving object will continue to move at a constant
velocity.”
2. X = any value less than 40N
3. Y = 50N
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Inertia (HT)
Objects with mass have a tendency to resist changes to their
motion. This tendency is called inertia.
Consider a 10kg block at rest:

It will be fairly difficult to get it moving at 5m/s.
Once it is moving at 5m/s, it will be fairly difficult to get it to slow
down or stop.
A 20kg block will be twice as difficult to get moving at the same
speed. it will also be twice as difficult to stop from the same speed.

The 20kg block has twice as much inertia as the 10kg block.
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Closely related is the concept of inertial mass. Inertial mass is a
measure of how difficult it is to change the velocity of an object.
inertial mass = force ÷acceleration
Questions
1. Define “inertia”
2. Which has more inertia, a moving 2kg block or a stationary
6kg block?
3. What does “inertial mass” measure?
4. Give the formula for inertial mass.
5. An object requires 200N to accelerate it by 5m/s. Calculate its
inertial mass in kg.
Answers
1. The tendency of objects with mass to resist changes to
their motion.
2. Stationary 6kg block
3. How difficult it is to accelerate an object
4. Inertial mass = force ÷acceleration
5. 40kg.
Intervention Questions
1. Objects with matter have a tendency to resist changes to
their motion. What is the name given to this property?
2. Which has more inertia, a moving 14kg block or a stationary
16kg block?
3. What name is given to how difficult it is to change the
velocity of an object?
4. Give the formula for inertial mass.
5. An object requires 300N to accelerate it by 6m/s. Calculate its
inertial mass in kg.
Intervention Answers
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inertia
Stationary 16kg block
Inertial mass
Inertial mass = force ÷acceleration
50kg
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Newton's Third Law
Newton's Third Law states that:
“For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”
What this means is that because forces are interactions between
pairs of objects, forces always come in pairs. We call these
“Newtonian pairs”.
Consider an apple falling from a tree:

The Earth pulls on the apple with a force of 1.5N. What’s surprising
is that the apple is also pulling on the Earth with a force of 1.5N.
The apple is the thing we see accelerating, because its mass is
small enough for 1.5N to create a significant acceleration.
Newton’s second law, F = ma is responsible for this.
Let’s look at another example: two positively charged spheres, A
and B:
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A repels B and B repels A with the same magnitude of force. This is
surprising because B is larger in size and has more positive charge.
The two forces in an interaction are always:

•
•
•
•

Equal size
The same type of force (e.g. gravitational)
Opposite direction
Acting on the other object

Some more examples:
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When you pull on a rope, the rope pulls on you with a force of the
same magnitude and opposite direction:

This is counter-intuitive: people often hold the misconception that
because the rope isn’t moving or alive, it can’t be pulling – but this
is wrong. If we imagine pulling on a spring, we can easily accept
that the spring pulls back on us. The atoms in a rope and any other
object act like springs – if we pull on them they pull back.

A book sitting on a desk pushes on the desk with a “normal” force.
The table pushes back on the book with a “normal” force of the
same magnitude and opposite direction:
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Again, people often hold the misconception that the table cannot
be pushing on the book, as it is not alive or moving – but this is
wrong. (Note that people have less trouble believing that the book
pushes on the table – perhaps because if we place our hand under
the book we can feel it pushing.) Again, if we imagine pushing
down on a spring, we can imagine the spring pushing back up on
our hand – and the atoms in the table behave like springs, pushing
back on anything that pushes on them.
Note we have not considered the weight of the book here, if we
were to consider the weight of the book it would be:
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Questions

1. State Newton’s third law.
2. What is a “Newtonian pair”?
3. Copy the diagram showing the gravitational forces
between the Earth and an apple.
4. Why doesn’t the Earth appear to be affected by the
force exerted on it by the apple?
5. Copy the diagram showing the tension forces on the
rope and the person pulling the rope.
6. Copy the diagram showing the normal forces between
the book and the table.
7. What are the four characteristics of the forces in
Newtonian pairs?
8. Copy and complete the following diagrams to show
the second force in the Newtonian pair:
a.
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b.

c.
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d.

e.
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f.

g.
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h.

Answers
1. “For every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction”
2. The two forces between two objects in an interaction
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3. Copy the diagram showing the gravitational forces
between the Earth and an apple.

4. The Earth has a much larger mass than the apple and
so the acceleration caused by the force is very small
5. Copy the diagram showing the tension forces on the
rope and the person pulling the rope.
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6. Copy the diagram showing the normal forces between
the book and the table.

7.
• Equal size
• The same type of force (e.g. gravitational)
• Opposite direction
• Acting on the other object

8. Copy and complete the following diagrams to show
the second force in the Newtonian pair:
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Intervention Questions

1. State Newton’s third law.
2. What name is given to the pair of forces between two
interacting objects?
3. Copy the diagram showing the gravitational forces
between the Earth and an apple.
4. Why doesn’t the Earth appear to be affected by the
force exerted on it by the apple?
5. Copy the diagram showing the tension forces on the
rope and the person pulling the rope.
6. Copy the diagram showing the normal forces between
the book and the table.
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7. What are the four characteristics of the forces in
Newtonian pairs?
8. Copy and complete the following diagrams to show
the second force in the Newtonian pair:
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94
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Intervention Questions

1. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction
2. Newtonian pair
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3. 4. Because the Earth has a very large mass and therefore
is accelerated very little by the force.
5. 6. 7. Equal size
The same type of force (e.g. gravitational)
Opposite direction
Acting on the other object
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Terminal Velocity
Consider an object falling through a fluid such as air.
At first, the object will accelerate due to the gravitational force (its
weight).
As the object’s speed increases, the air resistance (reaction force)
increases.
After a time, the reaction force is equal to the weight. At this point
the resultant force on the object becomes 0.
The object is now in equilibrium – it no longer accelerates but
continues at a constant velocity. This is called the terminal
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velocity.

Questions
1. An object falling through a fluid such as air will accelerate at
first and then reach a constant velocity. What name is given
to this velocity?
2. What force causes an object to accelerate when falling?
3. What force causes an object falling through air to stop
accelerating?
4. Why does air resistance increase while the object is falling?
5. Describe the forces on the object when the object is
accelerating.
6. Describe the forces on the object when it has reached
terminal velocity.
7. Copy and label the graph of speed over time for an object
reaching terminal velocity.
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Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Terminal velocity
The gravitational force (weight)
Air resistance
Because the speed of the object increases (at first)
Weight is greater than air resistance
Air resistance is equal to weight

7.
Intervention Questions
1. Define “terminal velocity”
2. When an object begins to fall, what force causes it to
accelerate?
3. What effect does air resistance have on a falling object?
4. What effect does the object’s increasing speed have on the
air resistance?
5. Describe the motion of the object when the air resistance is
less than the weight.
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6. Describe the motion of the object when the air resistance is
equal to the weight.
7. Copy and label the graph of speed over time for an object
reaching terminal velocity.
Intervention Questions
1. The constant speed reached by an object falling through a
fluid
2. Its weight (the gravitational force)
3. Reduces its acceleration
4. Causes it to increase
5. Accelerates (downwards)
6. Constant velocity (downwards)

7.
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Stopping distance
When a driver sees something that means they need to break,
nerve signals must travel around the body in order for the foot to
press the brake pedal. The foot does not press the brake
immediately but a short time after the hazard is seen. This time is
called the thinking time.
When a car brakes, the breaking force acts on it to reduce its
velocity to zero. The car does not stop immediately but takes an
amount of time to come to a stop. This time is called the braking
time.
The car travels during these times. The distance travelled during
“thinking” is called the thinking distance. Thus we can define
thinking distance as “the distance travelled while the need to
brake is processed by the nervous system”.
The distance travelled during braking is called braking distance.
Thus we can define braking distance as “The distance travelled
while the braking force decelerates the car to 0 velocity”.
The total of these two distances is called the stopping distance.
Thinking distance + braking distance = stopping distance
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For a given braking force, the greater the speed of the vehicle, the
greater the stopping distance.
Questions

1. What is “thinking distance”?
2. What is “braking distance”?
3. What is “stopping distance”?
4. For a given braking force, what is the relationship
between speed and stopping distance?

Answers
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1. The distance travelled while the hazard is processed
by the nervous system.
2. The distance travelled while the braking force
decelerates the car to 0 velocity.
3. The sum of thinking distance + braking distance
4. The higher the speed, the higher the stopping distance

Intervention Questions

1. What is the name given to “the distance travelled
while the hazard is processed by the nervous system”?
2. What is the name given to “the distance travelled
while the braking force decelerates the car to 0
velocity”?
3. What is given by thinking distance + braking distance?
4. For a given braking force, if you increase the speed of
the car, what will happen to the stopping distance?
Intervention Answers

1. Thinking distance
2. Braking distance
3. Stopping distance
4. It will increase
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Reaction time
When a driver sees and reacts to a hazard, the following chain of
events takes place:
Light signal from hazard enters the eye → nerve signal to brain →
processing in brain → signal to muscles in foot → muscles contract
in foot
The time taken by this chain of events is called the reaction time. It
can also be called the thinking time.
Reaction times vary from person to person. Typical values range
from 0.2 s to 0.9 s.
A driver’s reaction time can be affected by tiredness, drugs and
alcohol, or distractions.

Measuring reaction times
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One way of measuring a
person’s reaction time is to have
them attempt to grip a falling
ruler. The shorter the distance
fallen by the ruler, the quicker
the reaction time.

Questions

1. Write out the chain of events that takes place during
“reaction time”.
2. Give 3 typical values for reaction time.
3. State four things that can affect a driver’s reaction
time.
4. Describe the “falling ruler” method for measuring
reaction times
5. Some pupils carried out an experiment on factors
affecting reaction time. Write a conclusion from their
results:
Conditions
Control
Distracted –
talking
Tired
Caffeine

Reaction time
(s)
Test 1
1.2
1.8

Test 2
1.4
1.9

Test 3
1.3
1.9

1.7
1.0

1.7
0.9

1.9
0.8
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Answers
1 Light signal from hazard enters the eye → nerve signal to brain →
processing in brain → signal to muscles in foot → muscles contract
in foot
2. 0.2s, 0.9s, and any other value in between
3. tiredness, drugs, alcohol, distractions
4. attempt to grip a falling ruler. The shorter the distance fallen by
the ruler, the quicker the reaction time.
5. Teacher-assessed
Intervention Questions

1. Write out the chain of events that takes place during
“reaction time”.
2. Give 3 typical values for reaction time.
3. State four things that can affect a driver’s reaction
time.
4. Describe the “falling ruler” method for measuring
reaction times

Answers
1 Light signal from hazard enters the eye → nerve signal to brain →
processing in brain → signal to muscles in foot → muscles contract
in foot
2. 0.2s, 0.9s, and any other value in between
3. tiredness, drugs, alcohol, distractions
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4. attempt to grip a falling ruler. The shorter the distance fallen by
the ruler, the quicker the reaction time.
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Work done and energy transfer
"Work done" means "energy transferred".
Work is done whenever a force is used to move an object.
We say that “work is done on the object”.

Work done can be calculated using the formula

Work done = force x distance
work done in J
force in N
distance in m

The formula shows us that 1 joule of energy is equivalent to 1
Newton-metre.
When work is done on an object to overcome friction, it causes a
rise in the temperature of the object.

Questions
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1. What does “work done” mean?
2. What is the formula for work done?
3. What are the units for work done?
4. When is work done on an object?
5. What is 1 Joule equivalent to?
6. What happens when work is done to overcome
friction?
7. force = 12N, distance = 4m, work done = ?
8. force = 30N, distance = 200m, work done = ?
9. force = 250N, distance = 11m, work done = ?
10.
distance = 45m, work done = 600J, force = ?
11.
distance = 13.5m, work done = 368J, force = ?
12.
distance = 890m, work done = 670J, force = ?
13.
work done = 53J, force = 5N, distance = ?
14.
work done = 102J, force = 6N, distance = ?
15.
work done = 693J, force = 100N, distance = ?
16.
What is the work done on an object if a force of
14N is used to move the object 50m?
17.
What is the work done on an object if a force
of 370N is used to move the object 3m?
18.
What is the work done on an object if a force of
0.5N is used to move the object 90m?
19.
What force is needed to move an object 3m if 15J
of energy are transferred?
20.
If a force acting on an object does 180J of work
on it by moving it 1.9m, what magnitude is the force?
21.
An object has 345J of work done on it by a force
moving it 6,000m. What is the force?
22.
What distance is an object moved if a 50N force
does 99J of work on the object?
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23.
If a force of 117N does 78J of work on an object,
how far does the object move?
24.
Find the distance moved by an object if the force
causing it to move is 60N and the energy transferred is
360J?

Answers

1. Energy transferred
2. work done = force x distance
3. J (Joules)
4. When it is used to move the object over a distance
5. 1 Newton-metre
6. The temperature of the object increases
7. 48J
8. 6,000J
9. 2,750J
10.
13.33N
11.
27.26N
12.
0.75N
13.
10.6m
14.
17m
15.
69.3m
16.
700J
17.
1,110J
18.
45J
19.
5N
20.
94.74N
21.
0.06N
22.
1.98m
23.
0.67m
24.
6m
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Questions

1. What does “work done” mean?
2. What is the formula for work done?
3. What are the units for work done?
4. When is work done on an object?
5. What is 1 Newton-metre equivalent to?
6. What happens when work is done to overcome
friction?
7. force = 20N, distance = 4m, work done = ?
8. force = 50N, distance = 200m, work done = ?
9. force = 350N, distance = 18m, work done = ?
10.
distance = 65m, work done = 400J, force = ?
11.
distance = 73.5m, work done = 348J, force = ?
12.
distance = 290m, work done = 570J, force = ?
13.
work done = 83J, force = 6N, distance = ?
14.
work done = 502J, force = 60N, distance = ?
15.
work done = 893J, force = 200N, distance = ?
16.
What is the work done on an object if a force of
54N is used to move the object 70m?
17.
What is the work done on an object if a force
of 570N is used to move the object 30m?
18.
What is the work done on an object if a force of
3.5N is used to move the object 70m?
19.
What force is needed to move an object 30m if
158J of energy are transferred?
20.
If a force acting on an object does 167J of work
on it by moving it 2.9m, what magnitude is the force?
21.
An object has 845J of work done on it by a force
moving it 300m. What is the force?
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22.
What distance is an object moved if a 540N force
does 199J of work on the object?
23.
If a force of 15N does 7.8J of work on an object,
how far does the object move?
24.
Find the distance moved by an object if the force
causing it to move is 30N and the energy transferred is
50J?
Questions

1. Energy transferred
2. Work done = force x distance
3. J
4. When a force is used to move an object
5. 1J
6. The surfaces temperatures increase
7. 80J
8. 1000J
9. 6,300J
10.
6.15N
11.
4.73N
12.
1.97N
13.
13.83m
14.
8.37m
15.
work done = 893J, force = 200N, distance = ?
16.
31,626J
17.
17,100J
18.
245J
19.
5.27N
20.
57.59N
21.
2.82N
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22.
23.
24.

0.37m
0.52m
1.67m
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Deformation
Consider a single object:

If a force acts on the object, it will accelerate if it is free to move.
What happens if it is not free to move?
If part of the object is held in a fixed position, one of three things
can happen: bending, stretching or compressing.
If part of the object is held in a fixed position, a second force on
the object is always involved.
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In order to change the shape of an object by bending,
stretching or compressing, more than one force must
be applied because if only one force acts then the
object will simply accelerate.
Changing an object’s shape using a force is called
deformation.
Elastic and inelastic deformation
If an object is deformed and will return to its original
shape it is called elastic deformation. Some examples
of elastic deformation are: a squash ball compressing,
a trainer sole bending, and an elastic band stretching
(not excessively).
If an object is deformed and will not return to its
original shape, it is called inelastic deformation. Some
examples of inelastic deformation are bending foil,
compressing bread and over-stretching an elastic
band.
Questions
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1. What is it called when two or more forces cause a
change in an object’s shape?
2. Name three shape changes that can be caused by two
or more forces on an object. Draw a diagram to show
each one.
3. What is elastic deformation?
4. Give three examples of elastic deformation.
5. What is inelastic deformation?
6. Give three examples of inelastic deformation.

Answers

1. Deformation
2. Bending, stretching, compressing

3. When two or more forces cause a change in an object’s
shape and the object will return to its original shape
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4. Compressing a squash ball, bending a trainer sole, stretching
an elastic band
5. When two or more forces cause a change in an object’s
shape and it will not return to its original shape
6. Bending a paperclip, squashing bread, over-stretching an
elastic band.
Intervention Questions

1. What is deformation?
2. Name three shape changes that can be caused by two
or more forces on an object. Draw a diagram to show
each one.
3. What is elastic deformation?
4. Give three examples of elastic deformation.
5. What is inelastic deformation?
6. Give three examples of inelastic deformation.

Intervention Answers

1. When two or more forces change an object’s shape
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2. Bending, stretching, compressing

3. When two or more forces cause a change in an object’s
shape and the object will return to its original shape
4. Compressing a squash ball, bending a trainer sole, stretching
an elastic band
5. When two or more forces cause a change in an object’s
shape and it will not return to its original shape
6. Bending a paperclip, squashing bread, over-stretching an
elastic band.
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Momentum (HT)

Consider an object at rest.
Any object that moves has the property of momentum.
Momentum can be found using the formula

momentum = mass x velocity

 = mv
momentum in kgm/s (kilogram metres per second)
mass in kg
velocity in m/s.

Momentum can be described as the amount of movement
an object has. If an object is moving faster it has more
movement, and a more massive object has more
movement than a less massive one at the same speed.
Because momentum depends on both mass and velocity, it
is possible for a lorry and a bullet to have equal
momentum:
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Questions
1. Write the formula for momentum
2. What are the units of momentum?
3. What two things is momentum a product of?
4. mass = 4kg
velocity = 12m/s
momentum = ?
5. mass = 118kg
velocity = 0.2m/s
momentum = ?
6. mass = 45kg
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velocity = ?
momentum = 90kgm/s
7. mass = 200kg
velocity = ?
momentum = 67kgm/s
8. mass = ?
velocity = 16m/s
momentum = 64kgm/s
9. mass = ?
velocity = 58m/s
momentum = 232kgm/s
10.
Find the momentum of an object of mass 23kg
travelling at a velocity of 4m/s
11. A trolley of mass 1.2kg has a velocity of 5.1m/s. Find its
momentum.
12.
An object has a momentum of 58kgm/s and a
mass of 12kg. Find its velocity.
13.
Find the velocity of a cart with a momentum of
90kgm/s if its mass is 63kg.
14.
What is the mass of a truck if it has a momentum
of 18,000kgm/s at a velocity of 3.4m/s?
15.
Find the mass of an object with mass 37kg and
momentum 780kgm/s.

Answers
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1. momentum = mass x velocity
 = mv
2. kgm/s (kilogram metres per second)
3. mass and velocity
4. 48kgm/s
5. 23.6kgm/s
6. 2m/s
7. 0.34m/s
8. 4kg
9. 4kg
10.
92kgm/s
11. 6.12kgm/s
12.
4.83m/s
13.
1.43m/s
14.
5294.12kg
15.

21.08kg

Intervention Questions
1. Write the formula for momentum
2. What are the units of momentum?
3. If you double the mass of a moving object, what
happens to its momentum? What happens to its
momentum if you double its velocity?
4. mass = 5kg
velocity = 12m/s
momentum = ?
5. mass = 158kg
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velocity = 0.2m/s
momentum = ?
6. mass = 65kg
velocity = ?
momentum = 240kgm/s
7. mass = 260kg
velocity = ?
momentum = 670kgm/s
8. mass = ?
velocity = 26m/s
momentum = 84kgm/s
9. mass = ?
velocity = 38m/s
momentum = 432kgm/s
10.
Find the momentum of an object of mass 33kg
travelling at a velocity of 9m/s
11. A trolley of mass 4.2kg has a velocity of 6.1m/s. Find its
momentum.
12.
An object has a momentum of 98kgm/s and a
mass of 12kg. Find its velocity.
13.
Find the velocity of a cart with a momentum of
320kgm/s if its mass is 68kg.
14.
What is the mass of a truck if it has a momentum
of 54,000kgm/s at a velocity of 8.4m/s?
15.
Find the mass of an object with mass 97kg and
momentum 720kgm/s.
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Intervention Answers

1. momentum = mass x velocity
 = mv
2. kgm/s (kilogram metres per second)
3. Momentum will double; momentum will double
4. 60kgm/s
5. 31.6kgm/s
6. 3.69m/s
7. 2.58m/s
8. 3.23kg
9. 11.37kg
10.
297kgm/s
11. 25.42kgm/s
12.
8.17m/s
13.
4.71m/s
14.
6428.57kg
15.
7.42kg
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Conservation of momentum
The principle of conservation of momentum:
“In a closed system, the total momentum before an event
is equal to the total momentum after the event.”
A closed system is an object or group of objects to which
no energy is added and from which no energy is removed.

We consider two types of events: explosions and collisions.
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Explosions
In an explosion, two (or more) objects start off touching
each other and at rest.

The explosion occurs, sending each object off in opposite
directions. Because they are travelling in opposite
directions, their momentums can add up to 0. This means
that momentum will be conserved as momentum before
the explosion was 0.
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The object with a lower mass moves with a higher velocity,
while the object with a higher mass moves with a lower
velocity. (This is because of inertia and F=ma.)
The momentum of the two objects is equal but opposite.
Because momentum is a vector quantity, the momentums
of the two objects add up to give 0. Therefore momentum
is conserved – it is the same before and after the explosion.
We say “in a closed system”, because if energy was added
to or taken away from the two objects, the velocity would
be increased or decreased and momentum would not be
conserved.

Questions
1. Write out the principle of conservation of momentum
2. What is a closed system?
3. In an explosion, the two pieces always move in
opposite directions. Why?
4. Copy the diagram of the bullet and gun and explain
how momentum is conserved.
5. The diagram shows a bomb exploding into two parts.
Copy and complete the explanation of the motion of
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those parts.

Before the explosion, the bomb (system) has z___
momentum as the v_______ is 0.
Momentum is c________, so total momentum of the
system after the explosion is also 0.
momentum 1 + momentum 2 = 0
m1v1 = - m2v2
(4 x -30 = - (6 x 20)
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After the explosion, the 6kg piece moves to the r____ with
a velocity of __m/s. Its momentum is 6 x 20 = ___kgm/s.
Because momentum is c________, the momentum of the
4kg piece must be -120kgm/s. Therefore the velocity of the
4kg piece is -120 ÷4 = __m/s.
6. The diagram shows a system comprising a cannon and
cannonball, before and after firing.

When the cannonball is fired, the cannon recoils and
moves to the left with a velocity of -0.4m/s. Explain
why. Use the following words: momentum,
conserved, zero, velocity, mass.
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7. A parent and child on iceskates push off against each
other from a resting position. Find the velocity of the
child:

Answers
1. In a closed system, momentum before an event =
momentum after an event
2. An object or group of object that has no energy added
and no energy taken away.
3. Because this means they can have one positive and
one negative momentum, which add together to give
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0, conserving momentum as momentum before the
explosion was 0.

4.

Momentum is conserved because the gun recoils
backwards. Momentum of the gun = -momentum of
the bullet
5. The diagram shows a bomb exploding into two parts.
Copy and complete the explanation of the motion of
those parts.

Before the explosion, the bomb (system) has zero
momentum as the velocity is 0.
Momentum is conserved, so total momentum of the
system after the explosion is also 0.
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momentum 1 + momentum 2 = 0
m1v1 = - m2v2
(4 x -30 = - (6 x 20)
After the explosion, the 6kg piece moves to the right with
a velocity of 20m/s. Its momentum is 6 x 20 = 120kgm/s.
Because momentum is conserved, the momentum of the
4kg piece must be -120kgm/s. Therefore the velocity of the
4kg piece is -120 ÷4 = 30m/s.
6.
Before firing, the system has 0 momentum as there is no
velocity. After firing, the total momentum in the system is
still 0 as momentum is conserved.
Momentum of the cannon = mass x velocity = 400 x -0.4 = 160kgm/s.
Momentum of the cannonball = mass x velocity = 8 x 20 =
160kgm/s.
-160 +160 = 0.

7. Momentum of parent = -0.6 x 90 = -54kgm/s
Momentum of child = 54kgm/s as momentum is conserved:
0 - - 54 = 54.
Velocity of child = momentum ÷mass = 54 ÷40 = 1.35m/s.
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Intervention Questions
1. State the principle of conservation of momentum
2. What name is given to a system from which no energy
leaves and to which no energy is added?
3. When a gun fires a bullet, the gun always recoils. Why?
4. Copy the diagram of the bullet and gun and explain
how momentum is conserved.
5. The diagram shows a bomb exploding into two parts.
Copy and complete the explanation of the motion of

those parts.
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Before the explosion, the bomb (system) has zero
momentum as the velocity is 0.
Momentum is conserved, so total momentum of the
system after the explosion is also 0.
After the explosion, the 6kg piece moves to the right with
a velocity of __m/s. Its momentum is 7 x 20 = ___kgm/s.
Because momentum is c________, the momentum of the
3kg piece must be -140kgm/s. Therefore the velocity of the
3kg piece is -140 ÷3 = -46.67m/s.
6. The diagram shows a system comprising a cannon and
cannonball, before and after firing.
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When the cannonball is fired, the cannon recoils and
moves to the left with a velocity of -3m/s. Explain why.
Use the following words: momentum, conserved,
zero, velocity, mass.

7. A parent and child on iceskates push off against each
other from a resting position. Find the velocity of the
child:

Intervention Answers
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1. In a closed system, the total momentum after an
event is equal to the total momentum before the
event.
2. A closed system
3. Because momentum is conserved
4. The gun recoils in the opposite direction to the bullet.
M1v1 = -m2v2 so total momentum after firing is 0 – as
total momentum before firing was 0, momentum is
conserved.
5.
Before the explosion, the bomb (system) has zero
momentum as the velocity is 0.
Momentum is conserved, so total momentum of the
system after the explosion is also 0.
After the explosion, the 6kg piece moves to the right with
a velocity of __m/s. Its momentum is 7 x 20 = 140kgm/s.
Because momentum is conserved, the momentum of the
3kg piece must be -140kgm/s. Therefore the velocity of the
3kg piece is -140 ÷3 = -46.67m/s.

6. Total momentum before firing = 0
Momentum is conserved, so total momentum after firing =
0.
m1v1 + m2v2 = 0
300 x -3 = 6 x 150
140

The cannon moves to the left with a velocity of -3m/s
because -3 x 300 (its mass) = - 900kgms. -900 + 900 = 0 and
momentum is conserved.

7. 1.52m/s
6.
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Conservation of momentum: collisions
Another type of event concerning conservation of momentum is
collisions.
Consider a closed system comprising two cars, A and B.

When A collides with B the cars stick together (coalesce) and
move to the right at velocity v3.

We can use the conservation of momentum to predict what v3 will
be
Momentum is conserved, therefore total momentum before
collision = total momentum after collision:
Total momentum before (and therefore after)collision =
(3 x 5) + (4 x 0) = 15kgm/s.
v3 =  ÷ m3 = 15 ÷ 7 = 2.14m/s.
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We follow the same procedure if both objects are moving. We use
a “-“ for the leftwards velocity as it is a vector quantity:

Mm3 = 16 + 18 = 34kg
Total momentum before collision = (16 x 4) + (18 x -6) = -44kgm/s.
÷34 = -1.29m/s.
The cars will move to the left.
Questions
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1. Car A collides with car B and sticks to it as shown:

Calculate the velocity of both cars after the collision.
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2. Car A collides with car B and sticks to it as shown. Calculate
the velocity of both cars after the collision.

3. Car A collides with car B and sticks to it as shown. Calculate
the velocity of both cars after the collision.
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4. Find the velocity of the cars after the collision shown below.
State the direction they will move in.
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5. Find the velocity of the cars after the collision shown below.
State the direction they will move in.

6. Find the velocity of the cars after the collision shown below.
State the direction they will move in.

7. What principle causes the cars to behave in this way?
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Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

14.29m/s
5.33m/s
21.43m/s
-12.31m/s (to the left)
-2.52m/s (to the left)
0.67m/s (to the right)
The principle of conservation of momentum

Intervention Questions
1. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.
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2. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.

3. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.
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4. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.

5. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.
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6. Find the velocity of the cars in the collision shown.

7. In a closed system, what happens to momentum in a
collision?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7.11m/s
25.71m/s
2.4m/s
1.49m/s (right)
-1.91m/s (left)
7.29 (right)
It is conserved.
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